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I. Introduction

The European Monetary Union is generally considered as the last step
towards European economic integration. On the one hand, in an integrated
trade area, it is optimal to create a monetary union in the sense of McKin
non [1963], since flexible rates could give rise to excessive volatility and
useless distortions in international relative prices. On the other hand, if
there is little labor mobility, wage rates flexibility, and fiscal policies coordi
nation (as it is the case in Europe), an exogenous asymmetric shock would
be better accommodated by exchange rates policies. Therefore, as dis
cussed initially by Mundel [1961], the predominance of symmetric shocks
(versus asymmetric ones) is a condition for Europe to gain from a single
currency.
We propose here a simple model that shows that the measure of asymme
try generally used in the literature does not reveal a structural parameter,
and depends on economic integration: the more two countries will be
engaged in trade, the more they will be specialized (as shown in Krugman
[1991]) and the more asymmetric will be the effect of sectoral shocks.
Starting with Cohen and Wyplosz [1989], a large amount of studies have
tried to measure the degree of asymmetry in shocks and responses within
Europe, and to compare it with the U.S. situation (see for example Eichengreen [1990], Weber [1990], Bayoumi and Eichengreen [1993], Bini-Smaghi
and Vori [1993] and Krugman [1993]. More recently, some papers have
extended the analysis to regional and sectoral shocks, in the lines of Stock
man [1988] (Bayoumi and Prasad [1997], Bini-Smaghi and Vori [1993] and
Helg, Manasse, Monacelli, and Rovelli [1995]). From these studies, one can
not draw some direct conclusion that shocks are far more asymmetric in
Europe that they are in the U.S. In the literature, it is nevertheless always
implicit (or explicit in in Helg, Manasse, Monacelli, and Rovelli [1995]) that
sectoral shocks are rather symmetric (because they hit one sector in all
countries), and that regional shocks are, by nature, asymmetric.
According to us, when interpreting shocks as symmetric or asymmetric,
and in evaluating the desirability of the EMU in the light of the degree of
asymmetry of shocks, one should bear in mind two facts.
First, as stated before, the EMU will be the final touch to the economic
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integration process started in the late 1950s with progressive trade liberal
ization within the European Union (E.U.). Sapir [1992] distinguishes three
major phases in trade liberalization: (i) starting in 1958，
progressive elimina
tion of customs duties and quantitative restrictions, completed by a common
external tariff in 1968，(ii) successive enlargements from six to twelve
between 1973 and 1986，(iii) completion of the internal market for goods,
services, capital and labor in 1992. Such an economic integration is theoreti
cally supposed to increase regions (countries) specialization, because there
exists some increasing returns (Krugman [1991]), or because countries
have some comparative advantage. The question of whether such a special
ization is between industries, within industries or both is an empirical mat
ter. Helg, Manasse, Monacelli, and Rovelli [1995] showed that the more spe
cialized countries in Europe were those of Northern-Europe (Luxembourg,
Germany, Netherlands, U.K., Belgium and France), and that the less spe
cialized were Spain, Portugal and Greece. It seems that countries that start
ed earlier economic integration through trade liberalization are the more
specialized. Bini-Smaghi and Vori [1993] also show that on average, the dif
ferences between regional production structure were much larger within
the U.S. than within the E.U., and that E.U. national economies were still
much more alike than U.S. regions. Such a result is also found in Krugman
[1991]. Since trade liberalization is much more recent in the E.U. than in
the U.S., this confirms the trend towards specialization created by trade lib
eralization.
The second fact concerns the importance of sectoral shocks in the vari
ability of regions activity within an economic area (the U.S. or Europe). BiniSmaghi and Vori [1993] show that, considering the founding members of
the E.U., from 1976 to 1990，over 60% of the variance of manufacturing pro
duction explained by sector-specific and state-specific factors is accounted
for by sector-specific factors, 15% by state-specific factors, and the remain
der by the interaction of the two. Furthermore, the weight of the state-specific factors falls to 10% for the period 1981-1990. Using data on the whole
economy, and not just manufacturing, Bayoumi and Prasad [1997] find that
the relative importance of aggregate, industry-specific and country- or
region-specific shocks in explaining output growth fluctuations is roughly
similar in Europe and in the U.S. In both case, industry-specific shocks con
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tribute about one third of the explained variance, with aggregate shocks
contributing slightly more and country/region shocks slightly less. Using
industrial data, Helg, Manasse, Monacelli, and Rovelli [1995] confirm that
more variance of output innovations is firstly explained at the country, but
that industry-specific shocks matter to account for output variability.
From this, one can conclude that (i) industry specific shocks are an
important source of impulsion in the economy, (ii) trade liberalization cre
ates and will create specialization in Europe. Therefore, for a given distribu
tion of sectoral shocks, the higher trade liberalization is, the higher special
ization and asymmetry between countries. Furthermore, economic integra
tion, that is a necessary condition for the EMU, can increase asymmetry
and therefore violates another necessary condition for the EMU.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the analysis of a two-sector, twocountry general equilibrium model that accounts for increasing trade and
specialization. Section II presents the model, section III the results and sec
tion IV concludes.
II. The Model

We use a specific factor model, in the lines of Samuelson [1971]. We con
sider two economies, a and b, whose GDPs are composed of two imperfect
ly substitutable goods, 1 and 2. Labor is immobile across countries, but per
fectly mobile across sectors and is the only production factor. Production
functions exhibit decreasing returns to scale. One can think of the technolo
gy as using two hidden factors, capital and land, the former being interna
tionally mobile while the latter is not. As far as Gross Domestic Products are
concerned, our results are robust to the introduction of those factors.1
Each country has a Ricardian advantage in one of the two traded goods
and levies taxes on imports. The lower tariff are, the more specialized each
economy will be. The two countries are assumed to be as similar as possi
ble.
1. Gross National Products movements will be quite different in a model with interna
tionally mobile factors, given that agents will insure themselves against domestic
risk by diversifying their assets. In such models, GNPs are not.
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A. Production
In each country, there is a fixed amount of labor normalized to one. The
production function for sector i (i = 1, 2) in country c (c = a, b) is given by

where
denotes the labor force employed in sector i of country c9p e [0，
1] and X] is a productivity parameter. We introduce a productivity differen
tial between countries:
Xa
x ={\+h,)Xb
,

(2)
(3)

+

with hx>0 and h2> 0. The country a (resp. b) has a advantage in producing
good 1 (resp. 2).
B. Household
In each country, there is a representative consumer, with identical prefer
ences across countries. Each household offers in its country an inelastic
labor supply of one unit. The production technologies are supposed to be
owned locally and tariff income entirely transferred to consumers in a lump
sum way.
Household of country a maximizes an utility function U(C^, C2
a) subject to
the budget constraint
2ca
2a+ (l + d)Ph
2c f < Pb
x + pa
2Y2
a+ r
Pa
xq a+ (l + d)Pb
xc f + Pa

⑷

where C广 is the consumption of good i ，
bought in country c, d is the tariff,
7정is a lump sum transfer, p- is the price of good i produced in country c. At
the aggregate level, we have Ta = dip^Cf +pb
2C^b)y since the product of the
tariff is entirely redistributed. Household’s preferences are given by the fol
lowing CES utility function:

ua(q, ca
2) w c y + (l —a)(c^yfY
二

(5)

where y< 1, a = 1/(1 - 7) is the elasticity of substitution between Ca
x and C호.
All these equations can be written symmetrically for household b. To be of
some empirical relevance, we will assume that cris large, i.e. that goods are
close substitutes. This choice is motivated by the fact that most of the trade
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between countries joining a Economic and Monetary Union is intra-sectorial, i.e. consists in exchanges of closely substitutable goods.
C.

Equilibrium

Equilibrium allocation can be computed as a set of prices and quantities
such that (i) for these prices, the quantities are the ones that maximize
agents’ objective given their resource constraints, (ii) markets clear. In the
following, we choose the first good in country a as numeraire, and real
GDP will be denoted GDPC= {pc
xYxc +pc
2Y^)/pa
x. No closed form solution
can be found for the equilibrium, and we proceed by mean of numerical sim
ulations to get the results presented in the next section.
III. Results

It is tedious but straightforward to show analytically that as the tariff rate
d decreases, country a specializes in good 1 and country b in good 2.
Beyond specialization, we are concerned with asymmetries between coun
tries. We propose a simulation of our model that shows that, for a time
invariant set of sectoral shocks, a downward trend in tariff, by increasing
specialization and economic integration, lowers the correlation between
GDPs and increases the measured share of asymmetric shocks in the vari
ance of GDP’s.
In the calibration we considered (results can be shown to be robust to the
calibration), goods are close substitutes (the elasticity of substitution is set
to g =10) and countries are symmetric with respect to preferences, advan
tage, tariff and production functions. The simulation parameters are dis
played in table 1. We assume that output elasticity to labor input is .5 in all
sectors and all countries. Furthermore, each country is twice more produc
tive that the other in producing one good, and twice less in producing the
other.
Table 1
Parameters Calibration
a
0.5

7
0.9

h：
0.5

뇨
2
0.5

P
0.5
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Table 2
Results from Simulations
Tariff
(d)

GDP
Correlation

Sym. Shocks
(oc+)

1.0000

1.22
1.18
1.14

0.10

0.9998
0.9978
0.9959
0.9930
0.9888
0.9833
0.9761
0.9673

0.05

0.9572

0.00

0.9462

0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25

0.20
0.15

1.11
1.07
1.04

1.01
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.93

Asym. Shocks Measure ofAsym.
(or)
(-)
o
o
0.00
60.8
0.02
0.04
27.7
0.07
16.9
11.6
0.09
0.12
8.5
6.6
0.15
5.3
0.19
4.4
0.22
3.8
0.25
3.3
0.28

Tariff d is assumed to decrease from 50% to 0%. For each value d of the
tariff, we draw n x n sectoral shocks {X^,Xb
2\keeping constant advantage.
It is assumed that sectoral shocks are the only source of disturbance in the
economy.2These sectoral shocks are uniformly distributed over the interval
[0.5,1.5], and n = 5.
For each value of the tariff d，we compute the equilibrium for the n x n
=25 sectoral shocks couples (X^, X^). In a world with no trade, GDPs will be
always equal, their correlation null, and the degree of asymmetry null. This
happens when d =0.5, since the tariff just offsets the relative advantages of
the two countries, such that the two economies are in autarky.
When d decreases, economies open, specialize and become more and
more asymmetric, for the same set of 25 sectoral shocks. These results are
illustrated in table 2.
Column 1 displays the value of the tariff. Column 2 displays the correla
tion coefficient between the two GDPs. Even with a constant distribution of

2. Such an assumption can be relaxed at no cost without changing the qualitative
results.
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shocks, this correlation decreases with the tariff, from 1 when d = 0.5 to
nearly 0.95 when d = 0.
Columns 3 to 5 are related to Cohen and Wyplosz [1989] or Weber [1990]
studies, that use an Aoki factorisation of GDPs of two countries to measure
the relative importance of symmetric and asymmetric shocks. With our
notation, the Aoki factorisation can be written as
GDPa = (GDPa + GDPb)/2 + {GDPa- GDPb)/2
GDPb= (GDPa +GDPb)/2 - (GDPa- GDPb)/2
(GDPa + GDPb) can be therefore interpreted as the symmetric component
of GDPs, and (GDPa - GDPb) as the asymmetric component, with respec
tive standard deviations a+and a~. An increase in the relative size of
is
therefore interpreted as an increase in the asymmetry within the area.
These standard deviations are presented in columns 3 and 4, and their ratio
in column 5. It is clear form this last column that the area is becoming more
and more asymmetric as tariff decrease, since the ratio g +/ g ~is decreasing
from infinity when d = 0.5% (in that case, let us recall that the two GNP are
perfectly correlated) to 3 when d = 0%. With such a data set, an econometri
cian will conclude that shocks are becoming more and more asymmetric.
But this ratio is not a structural parameter that characterizes the shocks,
since the shocks distribution is always the same. This illustrates the facts
that an economic integration process creates endogenously some asymme
try that can become a barrier to monetary union if factors are not mobile.
IV. Conclusion

We have shown in this paper that an internal contradiction could arise in
the economic integration process whose last step should be a monetary
union. Because integration means specialization, the same set of sectoral
shocks can become more and more destabilizing in terms of asymmetry of
GNPs within the area. Such a result shows that there is little hope to get
some structural measure of shocks asymmetry as long as economic integra
tion is still in process. Furthermore, the fact that shocks are not much more
symmetric in the U.S. than in Europe is not a reason to assess that Europe
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is currency area “almost as optimal” as the U.S., since trade liberalization
and integration are done for a long time in the U.S., and still to be achieved
in Europe.
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